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EQUAL JUSTICE
:W¤,h¦ng y«P§J¦T e¤smC kI·s²d h¯bP r©S§v¤, tO±u kº¨s h¯bp t¨¬¦, tO yºP§J¦NC k®ug U«ag©, tO
Do not render an unfair decision; do not favor the poor and do not show deference to the wealthy. Judge your
people fairly.
[Leviticus 19:15]
On the face of it, this passage seems to enshrine a principle of fairness for all under law, similar to
the equal protection clause of the US Constitution and the expression, “Justice is blind.”
Rabbi Akiva, one of the leading Sages of the second century, defended this idea of equal justice in a
disagreement with one of his colleagues, Rabbi Tarfon.

'oh¦r¥j£t s³hC v²uk¦n It iIs¨Ep Ik v²h¨v±u 'ih¦J§rIh±u cIj kgcU v¨ ¦t ©jh°B¦v±u ,¥N¤J h¦n
ih¦SC ih¦n£j©r§n ih¥t 'r¥nIt tch¦eg hC©r /i¤vC¤J k¥JIFk Ub§,²B°h 'r¥nIt iIp§r©y hC©r
:vgUc§J ihfh¦rm ih¦J§rIH©v ih¥t±u vgUc§J ihfh¦rm iKF¤J 'ih¦J§rIHk Ub§,²B°h tK¤t
1. If a person who died left behind a spouse, an heir and a creditor, who among those
three should receive an asset that the deceased had left for safekeeping with a third
party? Rabbi Tarfon said: The poorest of the three should receive it. Rabbi Akiva said:
We do not turn the law into an instrument for pity! The heir should receive it…
[Mishnah Ketubbot 9:2]

QUESTIONS: Rabbi Tarfon suggests a solution that would take into account the
needs of the parties involved in a legal matter in order to determine the outcome of the
case. Does this seem like a reasonable approach to you? How can Rabbi Tarfon suggest
such an approach in light of the Torah’s prohibition against judges giving special
treatment to the poor? Are there other ways to interpret the verse?
Why do you think Rabbi Akiva argues so strongly against Rabbi Tarfon? What does he
mean when he says, “We do not turn the law into an instrument for pity?”
Finally, some social context. Rabbi Tarfon was among the wealthiest men of his generation, while
Rabbi Akiva began life as a poor shepherd and only achieved a measure of wealth later in his life.
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